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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about the usage of the STAR_TRANSFORMATION hint in a query? 

A. The optimizer always uses a plan in which the transformation is used. 

B. The optimizer uses transformation only if the cost is less than a query executing without transformation. 

C. The optimizer always generates subqueries to transform a query. 

D. The optimizer always uses bitmap indexes on the primary key column for any dimension table to transform a query. 

Correct Answer: B 

(http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e41084/sql_elements006.htm#SQLRF50508) says that "Even if the
hint is specified, there is no guarantee that the transformation will take place". 

 

QUESTION 2

See the table below: 

All execution servers are currently available and the sessions use defaults for all parallel settings. 

In which two cases will statements execute in parallel? 
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A. When parallel hints are used but only if estimated serial execution takes more than 10 seconds. 

B. When parallelism is defined at the statement level. 

C. When the degree of parallelism is explicitly defined in the data dictionary for tables and indexes accessed by a
query. 

D. Parallel DDL statements but only if estimated serial DDL execution time is greater than 10 seconds. 

E. When the degree of parallelism is explicitly defined for tables and indexes but only if estimated serial execution takes
more than 10 seconds. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Incorrect: 

A, D, E: When PARALLEL_MIN_TIME_THRESHOLD is set to AUTO the PARALLEL_MIN_TIME_THRESHOLD is set
to 30, not to 10. See note below. 

Note: 

* parallel_min_time_threshold 

PARALLEL_MIN_TIME_THRESHOLD specifies the minimum execution time a statement should have before the
statement is considered for automatic degree of parallelism. By default, this is set to 30 seconds. Automatic degree of
parallelism is only enabled if PARALLEL_DEGREE_POLICY is set to AUTO or LIMITED. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three are tasks performed in the hard parse stage of a SQL statement executions? 

A. Semantics of the SQL statement are checked. 

B. The library cache is checked to find whether an existing statement has the same hash value. 

C. The syntax of the SQL statement is checked. 

D. Information about location, size, and data type is defined, which is required to store fetched values in variables. 

E. Locks are acquired on the required objects. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

Parse operations fall into the following categories, depending on the type of statement submitted and the result of the
hash check: A) Hard parse 

If Oracle Database cannot reuse existing code, then it must build a new executable version of the application code. This
operation is known as a hard parse, or a 

library cache miss. The database always perform a hard parse of DDL. 

During the hard parse, the database accesses the library cache and data dictionary cache numerous times to check the
data dictionary. When the database 

accesses these areas, it uses a serialization device called a latch on required objects so that their definition does not
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change (see "Latches"). Latch contention 

increases statement execution time and decreases concurrency. 

B) Soft parse 

A soft parse is any parse that is not a hard parse. If the submitted statement is the same as a reusable SQL statement
in the shared pool, then Oracle Database 

reuses the existing code. This reuse of code is also called a library cache hit. 

Soft parses can vary in the amount of work they perform. For example, configuring the session cursor cache can
sometimes reduce the amount of latching in the 

soft parses, making them "softer." 

In general, a soft parse is preferable to a hard parse because the database skips the optimization and row source
generation steps, proceeding straight to 

execution. 

Incorrect: A, C: During the parse call, the database performs the following checks: Syntax Check Semantic Check
Shared Pool Check The hard parse is within Shared Pool check. Reference: Oracle Database Concepts 11g, SQL
Parsing 

 

QUESTION 4

You are administering a database that supports an OLTP application. To set statistics preferences, you issued the
following command: 

SQL > DBMS_STATS.SET_GLOBAL_PREFS (`ESTIMATE_PERCENT\\', `9\\'); 

What will be the effect of executing this procedure? 

A. It will influence the gathering of statistics for a table based on the value specified for ESTIMATE_PERCENT provided
on table preferences for the same table exist. 

B. It will influence dynamic sampling for a query to estimate the statistics based on ESTIMATE_PERCENT. 

C. The automatic statistics gathering job running in the maintenance window will use global preferences unless table
preferences for the same table exist. 

D. New objects created will use global preference even if table preferences are specified. 

Correct Answer: C 

Note: 

*

 With the DBMS_STATS package you can view and modify optimizer statistics gathered for database objects. 

*

 The SET_GLOBAL_PREFS procedure e is used to set the global statistics preferences. 
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*

 ESTIMATE_PERCENT - The value determines the percentage of rows to estimate. The valid range is [0.000001,100].
Use the constant DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE to have Oracle determine the appropriate sample size for good
statistics. This is the default. 

 

QUESTION 5

One of your databases supports a mixed workload. 

When monitoring SQL performance, you detect many direct paths reads full table scans. 

What are the two possible causes? 

A. Histograms statistics not available 

B. Highly selective filter on indexed columns 

C. Too many sort operations performed by queries 

D. Indexes not built on filter columns 

E. Too many similar type of queries getting executed with cursor sharing disabled 

Correct Answer: BD 

Note: 

* The direct path read Oracle metric occurs during Direct Path operations when the data is asynchronously read from
the database files into the PGA instead of 

into the SGA data buffer. 

Direct reads occur under these conditions: 

-

When reading from the TEMP tablespace (a sort operation) 

-

When reading a parallel full-table scan (parallel query factotum (slave) processes) 

-Reading a LOB segment 

* The optimizer uses a full table scan in any of the following cases: 

-Lack of Index 

-Large Amount of Data 

-Small Table 

-High Degree of Parallelism 
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